BASIC CITATION FORM FOR GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Government publications are written by federal bureaucrats and printed, not published, by the Government Printing Office. Very often these publications will not follow a standard title page arrangement and some publishing elements will be eliminated. However, use the following citation example to find as many elements as possible and arrange them as shown.

Author (Agency). Title, edition, statement. Place of publication: Publisher, Date. (Series elements). (Notes). [ If including Superintendent of Documents number, enter in Notes ]

The following are examples of some of the most common types of citations for government publications:

ISSUING AGENCY AS AUTHOR

Single issuing agency

Different bureaucratic levels
Each agency usually has many bureaucratic levels. Use the "parent" agency and the lowest level given as the author.


Well-known agency
Some lower levels of agencies can be well-known on their own. You may choose to eliminate the "parent" as part of the author.


CONGRESS AS AUTHOR

Use the full Committee name as the author even though a sub-committee might have actually held the hearing or issued the report.

Hearings

Committee Prints
Reports

FREQUENTLY CITED AND LEGAL PUBLICATIONS

Statutes at Large

For pre-1875 statutes, please refer to the The Chicago Manual of Style, sections 15.357 and 16.166.

U.S. Reports


Please see Librarian for pre-1875 citations.

Federal Register


Code of Federal Regulations


Census of Population and Housing

Statistical Abstract of the United States

STATE DATA CENTER PUBLICATIONS


MICROFORM COLLECTIONS

Source: http://exlibris.memphis.edu/resource/unclesam/citeweb.html#basic
American Statistics Index (ASI)

Statistical Reference Index (SRI)

Major Studies & Issue Briefs of the Congressional Research Service Index (CRSI)

**ELECTRONIC INFORMATION**

The federal government is moving toward more information being distributed and available only in machine-readable form. Standardized citations for these publications have yet not been accepted by the scholarly community. The following examples are the forms we favor because of their simplicity. They have been slightly modified to conform to Chicago/Turabian standard bibliographic style. Slight changes will need to be made to use reference-list style. Please check some of the sites listed in Links for comparisons.

Electronic information and the products on which they are disseminated can change hourly. Please see Librarian for additional help in citing these government publications.

**BASIC CITATION FORM FOR TANGIBLE SOURCES**

A citation to data or full-text documents from such files on CD-ROM or floppies should include, as applicable: issuing agency, title, statements of responsibility for production, medium designation; edition statement; place of publication, producer, and date.

Author. *Title, edition statement* [TYPE OF MEDIUM]. Place of publication: Producer, Date.

